Overview & Objectives

This course explores perspectives on contemporary economic life that emphasize the role of politics, culture, history, and institutions. We will ask questions like, “Why do firms exist?”, “What is a market, really?”, and “Who decides where the state stops and the economy begins?” We will explore different ways that societies organize economic life, and what goes wrong (or right) as we come to rely more heavily on markets. The final portion of the course will examine the rise of inequality and how it connects to the changing nature of corporations, the rise of finance, and the changing labor market.

Requirements

Attendance & Lateness: You are required to attend lecture and section. We will circulate a sign-in sheet before every lecture. Every unexcused absence beyond the first will affect your participation grade. Unexcused excessive lateness will be counted as an absence. Absences for religious observances are excused, as long as you notify your GSI in advance.

Readings: This course is an upper-level elective. As such, it carries a substantial reading load. You are expected to read all assigned material before coming to class. Lectures, discussions in section, and assignments will engage deeply with the readings.

Respect: There are many ways to interpret the course readings and many competing views on the topics we will discuss, and I hope we will debate many contrasting viewpoints during the course of the semester. To facilitate good discussion, please keep in mind that we are debating ideas, not each other as individuals. This type of debate might take the form of
"I disagree" instead of "you are wrong." Please keep the difference in mind so that we can engage in useful and vigorous discussion!

**Major Assignments:** The course has three major assignments: two short (five-page) papers and an end-of-term exam. The papers are designed to give you an opportunity to demonstrate your mastery of the material taught in class; you will not be required to do significant outside reading or research to complete them. The papers will be due in lecture one week after the assignment is distributed (see dates below). The exam will take place during the final lecture of the term (Monday, April 18). It will contain a mix of question types, including multiple choice, and will cover all of the material in the course.

**Grading**

Your grade has three components.

*Lecture Attendance: 10%*

Perfect attendance is worth 10% towards your final grade. For each unexcused lecture absence beyond the first, you receive 1% less towards your final grade.

*Section Attendance & Participation: 15%*

For details of section grading, see your section syllabus.

*Major Assignments: 75%*

There are three major assignments. In order to prevent a single bad paper or exam from dramatically influencing your grade, we will “half-drop” your lowest grade. In practice, this means that two of the assignments will be worth 30% each, while the last assignment will be worth 15%. So, for example, if you received 100 on both papers, and a 40 on the exam, you would receive 66% towards your final grade (100*30%+100*30%+40*15%=66%).

**Grade Appeals**

Your papers and exam will be graded by your GSI following standards determined jointly by myself and your GSI. If you have a question about your grade, please consult one of us during office hours and we will be happy to provide a more detailed explanation and feedback to help you improve your work for future assignments or classes.

If you feel that an error has been made, you may appeal your grade to me within one week of receiving your grade. To appeal your grade, you must provide a written explanation of the error you believe has been made, and I will re-grade the assignment in consultation with your GSI. Please be advised that there is no guarantee that I will raise your grade; in fact, it is possible that I may lower it. For this reason, you should appeal a grade as a last resort when you feel certain that you have been graded unfairly.
Administrative Issues

Academic Integrity: Plagiarism and other forms of academic misconduct are unacceptable. Information on the University’s academic integrity policy is available here. Any student who plagiarizes will fail the course and may face other sanctions imposed by the University.

Accommodations for Learning: If you feel that your attendance or participation in section may be affected by a disability or medical need, please let me or your GSI know within the first two weeks of class. For details on the University’s policies and available resources, see the Services for Students with Disabilities website.

Email Policy: All course emails must contain “315” in the subject line. Any email that does not contain 315 in the subject may be marked as spam and deleted. Emails marked 315 will be filtered properly. I will try to respond to email within 24 hours during the week. If you do not receive a response within 48 hours, please send a follow-up email. Emails sent on Friday or during the weekend will be answered on the following Monday or Tuesday. I expect emails to be polite and professional.

Cell Phones and Laptops: Turn off your cell phone and store it during lecture. If you might need to receive a call during class for some reason, put your phone on vibrate and step out quietly as needed. Similarly, please store your laptop during class. Research shows that using a laptop during class impedes both your learning and the learning of students around you (Sana et al. 2013). There will be pauses during each lecture where I will encourage you to check your devices. Otherwise, please refrain from using them. If for any reason you feel you need to use a laptop to take notes, please talk with me after the first class. Students misusing devices in class will be asked to leave and be counted as absent for the class.

Required Texts

All of the readings will be available as pdfs on the course website. The list of readings is subject to change. In particular, I may assign topical short articles from newspapers, magazines, etc. to complement the more scholarly texts on the syllabus. I will give you at least one week’s warning before altering or adding any required readings. We will discuss the required readings in both lecture and section. I recommend trying to read articles before the lecture with which they are associated, but you may find it useful to skim the articles before lecture and then read them more deeply before section on Friday. Some readings, or portions of readings, are marked as recommended.
Course Outline

Lecture 1: What is economy sociology? (1/6)


Lectures 2 & 3: Four ways to organize economic life (1/11, 1/13)


Lecture 4: The state vs. the economy (1/20, no class on 1/18 for MLK Day)


Lecture 5: Where is the state? (1/25)


Lecture 6: The welfare state and the market (1/27)

First Paper Assignment Distributed February 1, Due February 8.

Lecture 7: Organizations vs. markets (2/1)


Lecture 8: Why do firms exist? (2/3)


Lectures 9 & 10: Who do firms work for? (2/8, 2/10)


Lecture 11: The death of the corporation? (2/15)


Lecture 12: Who counts as an employee? (2/17)

Lectures 13 & 14: Getting a job (2/22, 2/24)


Spring Break (no class on 2/29, 3/2)

Lectures 15 &16: Intimate economies and relational work (3/7, 3/9)


Second Paper Assignment Distributed March 14, Due March 21.

Lecture 17 : The rise of finance (3/14)


Lecture 18 : The crash of finance (3/16)

- Inside Job (shown in-class).
Lectures 19-20: Inequality in the United States (3/21, 3/23)


Lecture 21: Global inequality (3/28)


Lecture 22: Catch-up (3/30)

Lectures 23-24: Democracy in the classroom (4/4, 4/6)

Topics to be determined by popular vote. Possibilities include:

- The rise and fall of unions.
- Climate change as an economic issue.
- Credit markets and credit scores.
- Regulation and lobbying.
- Housing markets, race, and the state.

Lecture 25: Economic alternatives (4/11)
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Lecture 26: Exam review (4/13)

Lecture 27: In-class exam (4/18)